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 Is he/she teaching himself/herself English at the moment? 
 No, he/she isn’t ...; you’re teaching him/her. 

 Have you ever seen a bird washing itself? 
 Yes, I’ve seen ... ~ No, I’ve never seen ... 

 If one looks in a shop window, can one often see oneself? 
 Yes, if one looks ..., one can ... 

 What do we carry to protect ourselves from the rain? 
 We carry an umbrella to protect ... 

 Do most children enjoy themselves at school? 
 Yes, most children ... ~ No, most children don’t ... 

Dictation 45 Remember: audio dictations are available in the Callan App.

 In the past, everyone believed/ there was a heaven and a hell./ The traffic lights 
aren’t changing/ from red to green./ What’s that noise?/ Someone told me/ there 
were tigers in this park!/ Shall we watch a movie tonight?/ There are two comedies/ 
I want to see./ The value of his business/ is not very high./ Has anyone here ever 
visited Australia?/ Why do we need/ to get ready now?/ It’s very early. 

LESSON 70 CHECK

1 One word Sheila: “Oh, Artur. You look really wet!”

  Artur: “I know. It’s  down out there! Horrible!”

2 A, B or C I think Michela lives  pasta. I never see her eat 

  anything else!

  A) with B) on C) by  

3 Right?        ✓    Sam and I enjoyed us very much at the zoo, Aunt Margaret. 

Wrong?     ✗	 Thank you for taking us.

     Change one word Right Wrong     Put the right word here:   (                                     )

4 One word Some parts of the river are pretty wide, but here it’s very 

  . You can swim across quite easily.

5 Right?        ✓    I didn’t think you ever wore that old pullover, so I throwed it away 

Wrong?     ✗	 when I was cleaning the house last weekend.

     Change one word Right Wrong     Put the right word here:   (                                     )
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